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Steiny's Spiel
The presidents Report

Hi all ...
A little bit of repetition here; but I started off last months report with ... "Well, Laverda is on us
again" and I'm saying it again.
It turns out that while Jak was on his long ride to Tassie, he admitted to doing a bit of serious rain
dancing, in the hope that Laverda would be postponed last October, as he really wanted to be here
for it.
Fortunately this time it was all systems GO. The weather on the day was perfect. I did some last
minute food shopping the day before (for the BBQ), and we arrived there early on Sunday morning
with a fully loaded club trailer. Kim was at the gate handing out stickers for the bike entries, and the
other earlybirds helped put up our marquee, etc. Those who were there included Jak, Yogi, Kim,
Ynot, Rowdy, Mac, Ace, Rosie, Hippy, Roach, Drastic, and myself.
I mentioned a while ago that I was planning on having some early (reasonably early) starts with the
hotter months coming on rather quickly. I mentioned it to a couple of other ride captains and it
seems they also plan on doing the same thing. Pyro's thinking about a breakfast run to Woodford.
Sam is checking out a venue for a similar run to the west, and once he has come up with a suitable
place to go, it will be on the calendar. It sounds like the early starts might appeal to some, and
those who want to keep on riding after brekky are free to do so.
Keep well and ride safely.
Cheers ...
Steiny.

“A man has got to know his limitations”

JAK'S "LONG RIDE" TO TASSIE
A charity ride to raise funds for the
Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia.
From 11th October 2017
Ride report by Jak.
My Long Ride 2017 journey commenced Yamanto at 8am on the 11th October where we set off for a 3 day trip to
Melbourne camping overnight in Tamworth and West Wyolong. On the night of Friday 13th we sailed to Tassie on
the Spirit of Tasmania.
First day in Tassie we arrived at 6 and headed straight to Burnie to set up camp and lighten the load on our bikes .
From there we went up Cradle Mountain and back. Awesome day and awesome roads.
Day 2 we left Burnie and went to a little fishing village, Stanley, for breakfast. Then rode to Murrawah in the
northwest of the island before backtracking to Wyndham for lunch. After that we headed south to Strahan where
we set up camp for the night. The field of tulips was at a place called Flowerdale.
Long ride day 3 started in Strahan and wound up through the hills to Queenstown. Then out through Derwent
bridge, Tarraleah and Ouse, ending near Hobart. Drinks were arranged in downtown Hobart that night.
Had a rest day on day 4 so decided to ride from Hobart to Port Arthur. The weather and the roads were perfect. I
had an awesome day looking at the ruins and doing a couple of tours.

JAK'S "LONG RIDE" TO TASSIE (Cont ...)

Day 5 was Hobart to St Helens and was pleasant and uneventful with stops for views and the Bicheno blowhole
then up Mt Elephant and a stop to have their famous pancakes. (A detour to ride up an extra windey mountain
road especially to have pancakes ... what biker could resist them.)
Day 6 the ride was from St Helens to Launceston and was not quite so pleasant. Only a short ride of 120 odd kms
but with rain and fog on mountain roads the fun was diminished. All in all though we were very lucky with the
weather as this was the only day with rain. Especially lucky with the weather as we had camped all the way and
were not cold during the trip.
After a final night dinner in Launceston at the Grand Chancellor hotel, I left the next day bound for Devonport with
a stop in at Richardson's Harley which is one of the most interesting Harley dealers in Australia, with an on site cafe
and bar.
My first Tassie trip was awesome. I certainly hope to get back there some day.
On a more serious note, thank you to all the Steelhorse members who made donations on my behalf to Prostate
Cancer Australia, the charity supported by the Long Ride. During the course of the 10 Long Rides so far there has
been $2,000,000 raised for PCA.
Cheers ... Jak.
Go to http://tinyurl.com/Jak-Tassie-171011 to have a look at ALL Jak's Long Ride photos.

STEEL HORSES AT THE LAVERDA CONCOURS
Sunday 15th October 2017
Laverda Concours at the Cleveland Showgrounds

EVENT CANCELLED (just as the gates were about to open!!)
Despite the atrocious weather, a few very hardy stalwarts from Steel Horses turned up at the Cleveland
Showgrounds to help set up our marquee and BBQ for the Laverda Concours event. In fact, Ynot was the first and
only bike present at the showgrounds for a while!
Then, literally minutes before the gates to the showground were due to open, it was announced that the event
was cancelled, and would be rescheduled to Sunday November 12th.
So instead we all went back to Steiny's place for a hearty BBQ breakfast, which was great.
Hopefully the replay of the Laverda Concours event in a couple of weeks on November 12th will be a bit drier!

STEEL HORSES FRIDAY RUN TO
SCOTTY'S GARAGE
Friday 20th October 2017
Ride Captain: Ace.
Those Steel Horses members who regularly attend the breakfast at Springwood Suzuki each Friday
morning decided instead to go for a ride to The Barn & Scotty's Garage at Upper Flagstone (south of
Helidon).
It was a good run, and it was very interesting seeing the fantastic museum that is Scotty's Garage
with its extraordinary collection of cars, bikes and other memorabilia from the 50's & 60's.
Of course, those years were way before our time; but it was educational to see how people lived
way back then! :-)
Cheers ... Kim.

STEEL HORSES NORTH RIDE
Sunday 22nd October 2017
Ride Captain: Mac. Riders: Steiny, Ace, Stephen, Hoffy, and Kim (for a pre-departure coffee).
The weather was perfect for a promising Sunday North Ride. Then, shortly after leaving the starting point (on arrival
at Wamuran), the clutch cable on Mac's Sportster broke, which completely put his machine out of action.
Mac's bike was towed home by the bike towing specialists Mo-Tow (http://motowmotorcyclerecovery.com.au/).
They were extremely careful with his Sportster, and Mac recommends them to anyone in need of this service.
A number of riders had said, before they left, that they would be peeling off at the smoko break because of home
commitments. So by the time everyone else arrived at Woodford it was decided to call the ride there.

STEEL HORSES SOUTH RIDE
Sunday 29th October 2017
Ride Captain: Steiny.
Riders: Ynot, Rob, Drastic, SuziQ, Ned, Jak, Hippy, Roach, Kim, Yogi, and Princess for a brekky visit.
9 riders and 2 pillions. That is a pretty good roll up.
The weather was great. We had our usual chin wag and coffee and headed of toward Waterford, into Gardner
Road, Dairy Creek Road, Tamborine Village and Canungra "OutPost" for a bum break. We then did a big loop
around and came back up Henry Roberts Drive and then back to the OutPost for an early lunch.
Back up the goat track, down the mountain to the BP at Beenleigh for cold drinks and ice creams and then our
goodbyes. A reasonably early finish, which no one complained about.
Great Ride ... great company.
Cheers ... Steiny.

“A man has got to know his limitations”

STEEL HORSES WEST RIDE
Sunday 5th November 2017
Ride Captain: Sam.
Riders: Mac, Jak, Ned, Yogi, Princess and Steiny.
Meeting me at Goodna were, Mac, Jak, Ned, Yogi, Princess and Steiny.
Our destination was Rudd's Pub at Nobby for lunch.
We headed out the Cunningham Hwy turning at Amberley to head out through
Rosewood.
Our first stop was at the railway crossing at Rosewood where we got caught by an
empty coal train heading west. Our NEXT stop was at the Grandchester railway
crossing where we were caught by the same west bound coal train.
We had our first official break at the Forrest Hill Hotel. Steiny was starting to settle in
and asked if we could just stay there, with no viable means of getting drunk riders and
bikes home I pried him out of his seat and onto his bike.
Out through Gatton, Grantham and onto the Ma Ma Creek road (which by the way I am
taking off the ride list until some serious road works are done, it has become too rough
to enjoy)
Rudd's Pub served up a great feed as usual, enjoyed by all. As the day was slipping
away in conversation we decided to skip Maryvale pub and headed straight to Aratula
to fuel up and say our goodbyes. With 37 drops of rain and a wet road coming over The
Gap, and a storm to our east we said our goodbyes and headed for home.
Another great ride!
Cheers ... Sam.

STEEL HORSES AT THE LAVERDA CONCOURS
Sunday 12th November 2017
Attendees: Steiny, Jak, Yogi, Kim, Ynot, Rowdy, Mac, Ace, Rosie, Hippy, Roach, and Drastic.
Fortunately it was a fine and sunny day that dawned for our second attempt at the Laverda Concours event (the last
one being a month ago on Sunday October 15th that was rained out).
Many members reported for duty very early in the morning to help erect our club marquee and banners, and they
were rewarded with a hearty BBQ breakfast of perfectly cooked eggs, bacon, onions, sauce, etc, all jammed into
bread rolls. Very tasty! Thanks to our masterchef Steiny for cooking all that!
There weren't as many visitors and exhibitors at this Club Laverda Concours bike show as in previous years. That's
probably a result of the show being rescheduled. However, there were more than enough vendors and bikes on
show to make it all worth the effort. It's always interesting to see the antique, older, and new, show bikes on
display.
The Steel Horses presentation consisted of our big marquee with its large and very imposing banner out the front,
and all our bikes parked together in a row outside the marquee. All very impressive. There's no doubt our new club
logo on the big new banner looked fantastic. As it turned out that we had, by far, the largest and best club display
at the show!
Some of the reasons our club has a presence at the Club Laverda Concours include:
• It's a tradition. We've had a club display there for many years now.
• To provide an pleasant day out for those of our members who are able to attend.
• To maybe attract new members. We certainly gave out a LOT of our "Invitation to Ride" business cards, and
something might come of that in the future.
Overall it was an interesting and enjoyable day. ... Kim.

SOME MORE PHOTOS FROM THE
2017 LAVERDA CONCOURS BIKESHOW.

THE STEEL HORSES
CHRISTMAS PARTY!
Sunday 3rd December 2017
Because 3rd December is a North Ride Sunday, Pyro has arranged a ride in the
morning for those who would like to go for a run before the Christmas Party:
Caltex Carseldine Roadhouse (departing at the usual time - 9:00am) - Narangba Wamuran - Mount Mee lookout (bum rest) - Dayboro - Mount Glorious - and then
to White Cedar Park. Total distance about 165km, and arriving at White Cedar Park
around 12:00 Noon for the Steel Horses Christmas Party.
Alternatively, you can ride/drive direct to the location of our Christmas party.
It starts at midday.
The Steel Horses Christmas Party is being held at White Cedar Park on Northbrook
Parkway, on the west side of Mount Glorious, just before the D'aguilar State
Forest. It's about 16km (as the crow flies) down the far side of Mount Glorious from
Hugh's Mount Glorious Cafe (which most of us know well).
Go here to see a Google map for directions: http://tinyurl.com/white-cedar-park
White Cedar Park has toilet amenities, big shelters, etc. As well, we'll be erecting
our big Steel Horses club marquee, and we'll be using our own club BBQ systems.
This is a club event, so everything will be provided at no cost to Steel Horses
members.
Keep this Sunday free! Don't miss our Christmas Party!

STONE REPLAY
Kawasaki to unveil Z900RS
at 2017 Tokyo Motor Show on October 25th 2017
by Kim
https://www.bikesales.com.au
https://motorbikewriter.com/kawasaki-z900rs-tribute-z1/

If, way back in 1974, you missed out on a part in Stone, the
classic Australian biker movie, then you'll be pleased to know
that you can try again by buying a brand-new version of the
same bikes they used in the movie!
The Kawasaki Z900RS neo-retro machine is about to break
cover, and there will be an Aussie unveiling in mid-November
2017. Kawasaki will formally take the wraps off this modern
classic version at the Tokyo Motor Show, which kicks off on
Wednesday, October 25, 2017.
The Z900RS gets its design cues from the legendary 1970s Z1,
particularly the tank and tail unit. Tribute retro styling also
includes the ribbed bench seat, teardrop fuel tank, Z1 duck tail
and dual analogue instrument pods. It even comes in similar
brown and orange colours to the bike that won our hearts in
the cult Australia bikie film, Stone. Kawasaki has added
traction control and a slipper clutch. There are also two riding
modes for sport and wet road surfaces. Kawasaki has
shortened first gear so it is more difficult to stall and
lengthened sixth gear for smoother highway duties and fuel
economy.
The Z900RS will mark a return by Kawasaki into the retro ranks
followed the demise of the W800.
Due to go on sale in
Australia in early
2018, the bike will hit
its power peak at
lower revs. The
Z900RS's 948cc in-line
four-cylinder engine produces a claimed 111hp at 8500rpm and
98Nm at 6500rpm, and it has riding modes and traction
control. Weight is 215kg.

The styling is faithful to the 1970s Kawasaki Z1 look, with the
DNA including the teardrop tank, slim tail unit and one-piece
seat. Even the liveries – Candytone Brown/Candytone
Orange, Metallic Spark Black, and Metallic Matte Covert
Green/Flat Ebony – have that four-decade old look.
There are radial brake calipers, dual analogue gauges, a
round headlight, LED illumination, oval brake light and a
stainless steel exhaust with a hidden catalytic converter.
Suspension is a fully adjustable upside-down 41mm fork,
and a gas-charged shock with rebound and preload adjustment.
The cast aluminium wheels are fitted with Dunlop rubber.

Queensland State Election Matters ...
This will be of interest to you if you live in the Pine Rivers electorate:
Mick Kosenko (Rebels MC Queensland President, aka "Little Mick") is standing as an independent
candidate for the Pine Rivers electorate in the Queensland State Elections being held on 25th November .
Mick's business is Koolsville Studios (http://www.koolsvillestudios.com.au), and the below statement is
taken from there. He also has a Facebook page that's more directly related to his candidacy:
https://www.facebook.com/littlemickpolitician/
If he wins the seat, Mick Kosenko MP would certainly be a cat amongst the pigeons!! It would be great to
watch! :-)
Oct 30, 2017

Elections/Open Day/Political Rally
Well as most of you know by now the Qld State Election was called on the weekend and we are due to
head to the polls on Nov 25th. I have decided to run as an Independent for the Pine Rivers Area. After the
way myself and many other Queenslanders have been treated by both the current government (Labor)
and the previous government (LNP) I think that we need a change and the only way to get that happening
is to get rid of the big two parties and vote in as many Independents as we can. Koolsville Studios has
never been interested in politics until something happened to us and that is where the problem lies. As
Australians, we are too laid back and happy for someone else to take care of things for us. Unless it
happens directly to us we don’t do much about it. Well that is playing perfectly into the hands of these
corrupt governments. There is a lot more of us than there is them and if we all put our differences aside
and unite as one we can stand up against the corruption and injustice and bring back our Human Rights
and Freedoms and make all Australians equal.
We are going to have an Open Day/ Political Rally at the shop in the next few weeks so keep an eye on
this page for a confirmed date. We will be printing shirts on the day for you to wear and show your
support, there will be a huge sale in the shop as we need to clear a lot of stock so we can start fresh in the
new year with a whole new range of shirts, singlets, long sleeves and hoodies. There will be heaps of
raffles and plenty of give aways and all the usual fun of a Koolsville Open Day. We are also in the process
of getting signs printed for people in the Pine Rivers area to put up on their fences etc to help get the
word out there that there is a new Independent in town and I am going to fight to make sure what
happened to me never happens to anyone else. Be sure to jump on over and like my Political page and
follow me on my campaign. https://www.facebook.com/littlemickpolitician/

BIKERS WORLD
18/115 Robinson Road East
Geebung QLD 4034
PHONE: 0408 870 251
http://www.bikersworld.com.au

Bikers World have been big supporters of Steel Horses for a very long time. They have
freely donated goods to our club which we have used as prizes on Poker Runs, raffles,
and other fund-raising events. In addition, they will give Steel Horses members a
discount on anything purchased in their store (tell them that you're in Steel Horses).
So if you can, support Bikers World! They have a vast range of high-quality motorcycling
gear, helmets, and lots of other stuff at very competitive prices.
Check them out first if you're in the market for anything like that.

http://www.bikersworld.com.au/

OFFICIAL STEEL HORSES MERCHANDISE: 15 x Steel Horses caps (one size fits all) @ $18.00 each.
ALSO: 2 x brand new official club black long-sleeved T-shirts - one is XXL and the other is L - $28.00 each.
Contact Steiny to purchase: 0419 672 216 or steiny1947@gmail.com

Jak, Mac, Princess & Yogi
are all having birthdays in November!
Happy Birthday to you all! :-)
OK ... You're a year older, and older than you've ever been before. But you're a year younger than
you'll be next year at this time, and in fact younger than you'll ever be again! So it's all good! :-)

Personality traits of Scorpio's (October 23 to November 22):
Scorpios appreciate being listened to and love when others ask them for their opinion. They are
incredibly socially aware and possess an emotional intelligence above average although at times they are
so stubborn that this can be easily overlooked. They dislike mediocrity and hate nothing more than
having to work with people who lack seriousness. They love being in the spotlight but they are also very
secretive with many aspects in their lives. They can be determined and hypnotic. Scorpio people are
usually full of curiosity and those born this day make no exception. They want to know what is going on
everywhere. Many of their surprising actions show how fearless they can be when they have the right
motivation. Those born under this sign are also a jovial company when in good temper.

From the January 2013
Steel Horses newsletter.

Riding Tips
How to improve emergency braking
by Mark McVeigh (CEO motoDNA Motorcycle Training)
Emergency braking causes more confusion and trepidation for riders than anything else.
•
•
•
•

How hard can I brake?
Will the front wheel lock?
Will I go over the handlebars?
How far can I lean over on the brakes?

As a motorcycle instructor I am continually
amazed at how many of our students, who
have generally had some training and are
licensed, come to us with inadequate
emergency braking skills.

It’s super important to understand and regularly practice emergency braking on your bike. Normally I
recommend a quiet carpark with a slight
up hill.
Maximum grip
To understand braking we must first
understand grip. The main contributor to
grip is the weight or load on each tyre.
The ratio between the maximum possible
grip and the vertical load is called the coefficient of friction.
Slide an eraser across your kitchen table.
Now try the same thing pushing down
hard on the eraser.

This same thing happens when you brake on a motorcycle. The bike pitches forward transferring weight on
to the front wheel, increasing front tyre grip. More so with sports bikes, tall with short wheelbase
compared to cruisers, which are long and low.
Also consider the significant increase in grip experienced as the front tyre contact patch pressure multiplies
due to the load transfer when braking.
To understand this, simply push a tyre with your hand and see how it flattens out. This is happening
between the tyre and the road as weight transfers to the front tyre, increasing the contact patch and grip
as you brake.
Also, as the brake is applied, torque is transferred through the wheel to the tyre contact patch, which
creates a horizontal force at the road surface. The road pushes back on the tyre and equally the tyre
pushes forward on the road. You can thank Newton for this mechanical grip; as for each force there is an
equal and opposing force.
Front or rear or both
On a motorcycle, the major braking
power comes from the front. Consider
how much power the rear brake
contributes to a sports bike when the
rear wheel can be in the air. Zero.
Other bikes like cruisers don’t pitch as
much on the brakes and the rear wheel
will not come off the ground. Thus the
rear brake has some braking
performance. However, the lion’s share
remains with the front brake.

The majority of motoDNA students will lock the rear brake in initial emergency braking drills. This can put
the machine out of control and the rider will be required to regulate the rear brake to regain control. Why
bother with the rear brake if it’s easy to lock up and contributes little braking performance?
It depends on your bike. Good training and practice is the best way to understand your braking
performance, your own reaction times and improve your skill.
Shifting
Obviously in an emergency the primary goal is to stop as quickly as possible. However what about the
distracted car driver behind texting on their phone? Make sure when you have stopped tha t you are in first
gear and ready to get out of the way of any four-wheeled chaos that might come your way.
Engine braking

Nothing will slow you down faster than the front brake. Make sure you get the clutch in nice and early.
Another good reason for whipping the clutch in is the tendency to keep the throttle on in a state of panic. I
regularly reassure guilty motoDNA students that as long as the clutch is disengaged this doesn’t matter as
the bike will not drive forward.
Trail braking
Trail braking is a technique which is generally reserved for racers, used to slow the bike as quickly as
possible from one speed (on the straight) to another (corner apex speed).
In applying this technique, a racer will approach a turn and at their brakin g marker apply full braking force,
normally with the bike being upright. As they begin to turn in, they reduce brake pressure, easing off the
brakes, decreasing or trailing the brake lever force as the bike lean angle increases until they get to the
apex when they release the brake and apply the throttle.
Sounds easy enough in theory, but proper execution is complicated because it comes down to feel and
remember these guys are doing this seamlessly, every lap on the limit! Trail braking is a handy skill to have
and can be useful on the road in an emergency. Get training before you try this one.
Braking and turning
When emergency braking, you are asking a lot
from the front tyre. If you need to swerve,
best to get off the brakes and on them again.
Again this is a highly skilled manoeuvre. Seek
training and practise hard.
Ergonomics
I have seen plenty of examples of the front
brake lever not properly adjusted or simply
too far away from the rider’s hands. This
means the rider has to stretch to reach the
lever delaying the braking process. This is
especially important for women who generally
have smaller hands. Make sure your front
brake lever is in the ideal position.
Road surface
Other factors such as road surface
characteristics and other elements between
the road and the tyre such as water, gravel
and oil play an important part in braking
efficiency. In the real world it’s a big ask to emergency brake on these surfaces. Experience, skill or ABS will
define your outcome. Improve the first two with training.

Anti-lock brakes
It’s questionable whether anti-lock brakes can out-perform a skilled rider. However on the road, with the
unknowns in grip levels, anti-lock brakes are simply one of the best safety additions for riding a motorcycle.
Real world
In the real world you don’t know when you will need to emergency brake.
Thus, your total stopping distance will include a couple of extra elements such as perception and reaction
times.
Perception time is the time taken to realise you need to react to a potential hazard. Reaction time equates
to the distance travelled from the time you become aware of a hazard until you apply the brakes.
Perception and reaction times can vary with age and are typically 1-2 seconds.
Higher speed equals more distance travelled. At 100km/h, one second equates to nearly 30 metres! That’s
almost 60m before you even start braking.
Tips for braking
It’s possible to lock the front tyre by
grabbing the brake lever too quickly, before
the bike has had time to pitch.
So first get off the throttle and initiate
braking; this causes the bike to pitch
transferring weight and grip to the front
tyre. Then squeeze the front lever
progressively until you come to a stop. At
the same time you will whip in the clutch,
tapping down the gears until you are in first
gear ready to escape from following fourwheel hazards, all this while applying light
pressure on the rear brake.
It’s best to practice using the front brake and clutch to begin with, then introduce the rear brake and
downshifts.
Emergency braking is a must-have skill that motorcyclists should regularly practise.

Go to http://www.steelhorses.com.au for the latest updates to the Ride Calendar.

A FEW JOKES :-)
•
•
•
•

Why is the day that you do laundry, cook, clean, iron
and so on, called a day off?
Any room is a panic room if you've lost your phone in
it.
The lesson of Halloween is that pretending to be
something you're not will lead to a sweet reward.
Refusing to go to the gym counts as resistance training,
right?

Camila, Duchess of Cornwall wore a pair of new shoes for her wedding.
That night, when the celebration was over and they retired to their room, she flopped on the bed and said, "Charles
darling, please remove my shoes, my feet are killing me."
Her ever-obedient Prince of Wales tried the right shoe but the shoe would not budge. "Harder!" yelled Camilla,
"Harder". Charles yelled back: "I'm trying, darling! But it's just so bloody tight!" "Come on! Give it all you've got!" she
cried.
Finally, when it released, Charles let out a big groan and Camilla exclaimed, "There! Oh God, th at feels so good!"
In their bedroom next door, the Queen said to Prince Phillip, "See! I told you with a face like that, she had to be a
virgin!"
Meanwhile, as Charles tried to remove her left shoe, he cried, "Oh God, darling! This one's even tighter!"
At which Prince Phillip said to the Queen, "That's my boy! He served in the Navy. Once a Rear Admiral, always a
Rear Admiral!"
THE TOILET SEAT
My wife, Julie, had been after me for several weeks to paint the seat on our toilet. Finally, I got around to doing it
while Julie was out. After finishing, I left to take care of another matter before she returned.
She came in and undressed to take a shower. Before getting in the shower, she sat on the toilet. As she tried to
stand up, she realized that the not-quite-dry epoxy paint had glued her to the toilet seat.
About that time, I got home and realized her predicament. We both pushed and pulled without any success
whatsoever. Finally, in desperation, I undid the toilet seat bolts. Julie wrapped a sheet around
herself and I drove her to the hospital emergency room.
The emergency room Doctor got her into a position where he could study how to free her (Try to get a mental
picture of this.).
Julie tried to lighten the embarrassment of it all by saying, "Well, Doctor, I'll bet you've never seen anything like this
before."
The Doctor replied, "Actually, I've seen lots of them ...I just never saw one mounted and framed."
•
•

•
•
•

I saw two guys wearing matching clothing and I asked if
they were gay. They quickly arrested me.
How come "you're a peach" is a complement but
"you're bananas" is an insult? Why are we allowing
fruit discrimination to tear society apart?
A wise man once said ... Nothing, he only listened.
People who write "u" instead of "you". What do you do
with all the time you save?
I saw my dad chopping up onions today and I cried.
Onions was a good dog.

MORE JOKES!! ☺
•
•
•

Why is it everything I love is either unhealthy, addicting or has
multiple restraining orders against me?
Top 3 situations that require witnesses: 1) Crimes 2) Accidents 3)
Marriages Need I say more?
Take my advice ... I'm not using it.

Dear Employee:
As a result of the reduction of money budgeted for department areas, we are forced to cut down on our number
of personnel.
Under this plan, older employees will be asked to take early retirement, thus permitting the retention of younger
people who represent our future. Therefore, a program to phase out older personnel by the end of the current
fiscal year, via retirement, will be placed into effect immediately.
This program will be known as SLAP (Sever Late-Aged Personnel). Employees who are SLAPPED will be given the
opportunity to look for jobs outside the company.
SLAPPED employees can request a review of their employment records before actual retirement takes place. This
review phase of the program is called SCREW.
SCREW (Survey of Capabilities of Retired Early Workers). All employees who have been SLAPPED and SCREWED
may file an appeal with upper management.
This appeal is called SHAFT (Study by Higher Authority Following Termination).
Under the terms of the new policy, an employee may be SLAPPED once, SCREWED twice, but may be SHAFTED as
many times as the company deems appropriate.
If an employee follows the above procedure, he/she will be entitled to get: HERPES (Half Earnings for Reti red
Personnel's Early Severance) or CLAP (Combined Lump sum Assistance Payment).
As HERPES and CLAP are considered benefit plans, any employee who has received HERPES or CLAP will no
longer be SLAPPED or SCREWED by the company.
Management wishes to assure the younger employees who remain on board that the company will continue its
policy of training employees through our: Special High Intensity Training (SHIT). We take pride in the amount of
SHIT our employees receive.
We have given our employees more SHIT than any company in this area. If any employee feels they do not
receive enough SHIT on the job, see your immediate supervisor.
Your supervisor is specially trained to make sure you receive all the SHIT you can stand.
And, once again, thanks for all your years of service with us.
•

•
•
•
•
•

I wondered what my parents did to fight boredom before the
internet. I asked my 17 brothers and sisters and they didn't know
either.
How do Asians name their kids? They throw them down the stairs
and see what kind of sounds they make.
If I wanted to kill myself I'd climb your ego and jump to your IQ.
My doctor told me that jogging could add years to my life. He was
right - I feel ten years older already.
I named my dog 6 miles so I can tell people that I walk 6 miles every
single day.
My buddy set me up on a blind date & said, "Heads up, she's
expecting a baby." Felt like an idiot sitting in the bar wearing just a
diaper.

EVEN MORE JOKES!! ☺
The Lone Ranger and Tonto walked into a saloon and sat down to drink a beer. After a few minutes, a big tall
cowboy walked in and said "Who owns the big white horse outside?"
The Lone Ranger stood up, hitched his gun belt, and said "I do ... why?"
The cowboy looked at the Lone Ranger and said, "I just thought you’d like to know that your horse is about dead
outside!!"
The Lone Ranger and Tonto rushed outside and sure enough, Silver was ready to die from heat exhaustion. The
Lone Ranger got the horse water and soon Silver was starting to feel a little better.
The Lone Ranger turned to Tonto and said, "Tonto, I want you to run around Silver and see if you can create
enough of a breeze to make him start to feel better."
Tonto said, "Sure, Kemosabe" and took off running circles around Silver.
Not able to do anything else but wait, the Lone Ranger returned to the saloon to finish his drink.
A few minutes later, another cowboy struts into the bar and asks, "Who owns that big white horse outside?"
The Lone Ranger stands again, and claims, "I do, what's wrong with him this time?"
"Nothing, but you left your injun runnin!!"

On the first day, God created the dog and said, "Sit all day by the door of your house and bark at anyone who
comes in or walks past. For this, I will give you a life span of twenty years."
The dog said, "That's a long time to be barking. How about only ten years and I'll give you back the other ten?"
And God saw it was good.
On the second day, God created the monkey and said, "Entertain people, do tricks, and make them laugh. For
this, I'll give you a twenty-year life span."
The monkey said, "Monkey tricks for twenty years? That's a pretty long time to perform. How about I give you
back ten like the dog did?"
And God, again saw it was good.
On the third day, God created the cow and said, "You must go into the field with the farmer all day long and
suffer under the sun, have calves and give milk to support the farmer's family. For this, I will give you a life span
of sixty years."
The cow said, "That's kind of a tough life you want me to live for sixty years. How about twenty and I'll give back
the other forty?"
And God agreed it was good.
On the fourth day, God created humans and said, "Eat, sleep, play, marry and enjoy your life. For this, I'll give you
twenty years."
But the human said, "Only twenty years? Could you possibly give me my twenty, the forty the cow gave back, the
ten the monkey gave back, and the ten the dog gave back; that makes eighty, okay?"
"Okay," said God, "You asked for it."
So that is why for our first twenty years, we eat, sleep, play and enjoy ourselves. For the next forty years, we
slave in the sun to support our family. For the next ten years, we do monkey tricks to entertain the
grandchildren. And for the last ten years, we sit on the front porch and bark at everyone.
Life has now been explained to you.

A Scotsman and his wife walked past a swanky new restaurant. "Did you smell that food?" she asked. "It's smells
absolutely incredible!"
Being a 'kind-hearted Scotsman', he thought, "What the heck ... I'll give her a treat!"
So, they walked past it again!

